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CORRESPONDENCE

BETWEEN

GREAT BRITAIN AND THE UNITED STATES,

RELATIVE TO

THE TREATY LATELY CONCLUDED AT WASHINGTON; INCLUDING
INSTRUCTIONS FROM THE EARL OF ABERDEEN TO

LORD ASHBURTON.

1842-1843.

No. 1.

The Earl of Aberdeen to Lord Ashburton.

(Extract.) Foreign Ofice, February 8, 1842.
THE last subject to which I propose to advert is that which, under

the designation of the "right of search," has. already created so much
excitement in the United States.

I an persuaded that this excitement has in- great measure been the
consequence of misapprehension, and that when the real state of the ques-
tion at issue shall have been fully explained and understood, it must neces-
sarily subside.

Undoubtedly it would be -much more agreeable to Her . Majesty's
Government, and, I must be permitted to think, more honourable to the
United States, if the Cabinet of Washington were. now to enter into the
league which has been formed by the Great Powers of Europe, and by the
mutual concession of a duly regulated right of search, to hold out to
humanity the cheering prospect of the final extinction of the odious traffic
in slaves. Your Lordship will constantly keep this object in view, and
will not omit any seasonable opportunity to renew propositions tending to
this result. With the example now happily afforded by all Europe I am
unwilling to doubt the ultimate success of our endeavours.to include the
American Continent in these engagements.

But whatever objections may exist in the United States to the right of
search, properly so called, these are not applicable to the present case
under discussion between the two Governments. Upon this subject I
have really nothing to add to the explanations contained in my notes
recently addressed to - the Representatives of the United States in this
country, with copies of which you have already been furnished. You will
there have seen that no such right is asserted by Great Britain. Our
object is exclusively limited, where reasonable ground of suspicion shall
exist, to ascertain the genuineness of the .flag which any vessel may
display. Her Majesty's Government have given ample proof of their
desire to make these inquiries, when necessary, with every possible pre-
caution, and with the least inconvénience to those .concerned. They are
ready to . adopt additional. provisions, if such can be pointed out, which
may be still further. glculated to.prevent the possibility of abuse; but the
right itself, being manifestly founded on justice and common sense, they
are determined to maintain.

B'2



No. 2.

Lord Ashburton to the Earl of Aberdeen.-(Received May 11.)

(Extract.) Washington, April 25, 1842.
I BEGIN with our relations with this country with regard to the

State Trade, and the so-called Right of Search or Visit; and I do so
because I have a communication to make on this subject which I am sure
will give your Lordship great satisfaction.

Your Lordship's last letter to Mr. Everett, which has been published
here only since the arrival of the " Great Western," has with all reason-
able persons settled this controversy. But still there remains the
clamour about the right of search, liberty of the seas, &c., which has
been sounded throh the country: and many who are better informed,
entertain the idea that the French Chambers have made their opposition
in support of America, and that therefore it does not become this country
to abandon the cause. Any efficient right of search would, however,
with difficulty be conceded; and I need not add that the practice of visit-
ation, limited as it now is, would give little practical remedy against the
tricks of the slave traders. Considering this state of things, I put it to
several persons of influence, what remedy they could suggest, and whether
America could remain in the position of refusing all remedy against
crimes which they had been the most vehement to denounce, and of the
existence of which they could not doubt. This view of the case has
brought Mr. Webster to the consideration of a scheme for joint cruizing
on the coast of Africa, on the plan suggested by the Commissioners at
Sierra Leone in their Report to Lord Palmerston, of the 31st of January,
1839, and by his Lordship's order communicated by Mr. Fox to Mr.
Forsyth in his note of the, 29th of October of the same year.

It is proposed that each country shall engae to maintain at least
cruizers on the coast of Africa, one of ea nation to cruize, con-

stantly together, or, ta use the expression of the Commissioners, to
hunt in couples.

This plan woukl be executing on a larger scale the arrangement
made between Captain Tucker and the American Lieutenant Payne,
which was afterwards disavowed; and I have the satisfaction of adding,
that this sane Lieutenant Payne. has been ordered here with a view to a
consultation with the Navy Department as to the best scheme for execut-
ing this arrangement.

If this arrangement eau be brought to execution by treaty I shall
eonsider it to be the very best fruit of this, mission. The vexed, question
of the Right of Visit will settle itself under this arrangement; and if any
formal assurance becomes necessary from me in consequence of my special
mission, I shail strictly take for my guide your Lordship'slast despatch to
Mr. Everett, which leaves nothing to be desired or altered.

No. 3.

The Earl of Aberdeen to Lard Ashburton.

(Extraet.) Foreign Ofee, May 26, 1842
WITH reference -to. that portion of yor: Lordshipis despatch of

the 25th of April, which relates to the Right;of Search,. and to a scheme
of joint cruîzing on the coast of Africa for the,-sappression -of the Slave,
T'rade carried on in American vessels, I-haveto inform you.thatif you
should not flnd it possibe to induee the, Government of tâe United States
tobecome a party to anyConvention conferring a:mata Right of Search,
Her Majestys Government would willingly accede te, an arrangement of:
the nature described in your Lordships despateh. -

Your Lordship has already been furnishedwith- a, retura,-showing-
the amountof the British naval force on the African coast. In the event



of such an arrangement taking place, it is not to be expected that the
American cruizers wil? be made equal to the whole number of the British;
but it will be very desirable that they should be as nearly so as possible;
and you will use your utmost endeavours to induce the Government of
Washington to employ such a force in this service as may effectually and
at once put down the trade in slaves, wherever carried on by citizens or
vessels of the United States, or by natives of other countries fraudulently
sheltering themselves under the FIag of the Union.

Whatever may be the amount of force employed, it will be essentially
necessary that the officers in command of the cruizers of the United States
should act· under instructions of the same nature as those which, in the
British service, are founded upon the equipment articles contained in all
Treaties lately concluded between Great Britain and Foreign Powers for
the suppression of Slave Trade; so that an American cruizer shall have
authority to detain and carry to trial, vessels of its own nation, as well
for slave equipment, as for the actual presence of slaves on board.

Further than this, Her Majesty's Government do not consider it
necessary to lay down any rule for your Lordship's guidance in the details
of the Treaty. It will be a source of sincere satisfaction to them if, in
default of a more extended Convention, you should be able to bring
the proposed arrangement to a successful conclusion.

No. 4.

Lord Ashburton to the Earl of Aberdeen.-( Received May 30.)

(Extract.) Washington, May 12, 1842.
ON the important subject of effectually suppressing the Slave Trade

by cooperation, i hope i am making very valuable progress. Your Lord-
ship will find herewith the report of the two American naval oflicers in
reply to certain queries put to them by the Secretary of State on the
subject of the African Slave Trade, and the best means of suppress-
ing it. This is a most valuable document. It is written by men of
honour, impartiality, and experience, and will show, I believe, that they
agree with the general view of the best informed persons of our own
country on this subject. With this business f trust your Lordship's
instructions in reply to my last despatches will enable me to proceed.
Nothing has been done towards framing the Article for.cooperation, but
it' is intended to engage for the employment of a given joint force, leaving
to the commanders of it the settlement of their plans of acting. Mr.
Webster seemed to think the amount of force to be employed rather
large, but has no objection to the United States supporting their half of
it. I apprehend that, with respect to the amount of this force, I may
safely leave them to please themselves.

Inclosure in No. 4.

Report of Naval Officers to the Government of the United States respecting
Slave Trade.

Sir, Washington City, May 10, 1842-
IN aecorda:ce with the wishes expressed ii your communication of

the 30th ultimo, we have·the honour to submit the following statement:

Ln reply to the first particular, viz.:-
"The extent .of the wéstern coast of Africa, along which the Slave

Trade is supposed to be carried on, with .the rivers, creeks, inlets, bays,
harbours, or ports of the coast to which it is understood slave-ships most
frequently resort."
. . The Slave Trad% from Western Africa to.America, is carried on
wholly between Senegal, lat. 16°north, longitude I6W.west; and Cape



Frio, in lat. 180 south, longitude 12° east, a space (following the windings
of the coast at the distance of three or four miles) of more than 3,600
miles.

There are scattered along the coast five English, four French, five
American, six Portuguese, six or eight Dutch, and four or five Danish
settlements; besides many which have been abandoned by their respective
Governments.

These settlements are generally isolated; many of them only a
fortress without any town, while a few are clusters of villages and farms.

The British, French, and particularly the American settlements
exercise an important influence in suppressing the Slave Trade.

The influence of the Danes and Dutch is not material.
The Portuguese influence is supposed to favour the continuance of

the trade, except the counter influence of the British, through treaty
stipulations.

North of the Portuguese cluster of settlements, of which Bissao is
the capital, and south of Benguela (also Portuguese), there is believed to
be no probability of a revival of the Slave Trade to any extent.

This leaves about 3,000 miles of coast to which the trade (principally
with Cuba, Portorico, and Brazil) is limited.

There are hundreds of trading places on the coast, calling themselves
" factories," and each claiming the protection of some civilized Power.
Some of these were the sites of abandoned colonies, others have been
established by trading companies or individuals.

The actual jurisdiction of a tribe on the coast seldom exceeds ten
miles, though these small tribes are sometimes more or less perfectly
associated for a greater distance.

Of these factories and tribes, a few have never been directly engaged
in the Slave Trade, and are opposed to it; but the great preponderance
is of the slave-trading interest.

To enumerate the rivers and inlets of the coast, would not convey a
just idea of the slave country or practices; as the embarcation often
takes place from the beach where there is no inlet, but we will state a few
of the most noted.

Commencing at Cape Roxo, in lat. 12°. 30'. north, and running dowi
the coast as far as the River Mellacoree, in lat. 9°. north, the Slave Trade
is more or less carried on, but (in consequence of the vigilance of
cruizers) not to the same extent it was a few years ago.

Another portion of the coast, from the limits of the Sierra Leone
Colony to Cape Mount (a space including the mouths of six or more
rivers) the Slave Trade is extensively prosecuted; here commences the
jurisdiction of the American Colonization Society, which extends to Grand
Bassa; there are several slave stations between Grand Bassa and Cape
Palmas; for thence eastwardly to Cape Coast Castle, situated near the
meridian of Greenwich, we believe there are no slave stations; but east-
ward of this, and in the bights of Benin and Biafra, along the whole
coast (which includes the mouths of the great rivers Benin or Formosa
Nun, Old and New Calabar, Bonny, Camerons, Gaboon and Congo) with
few exceptions, down to Benguela, in lat. 13°. south, the Slave Trade is
carried on to a very great extent.

2nd. " The space or belt along the shore, within which cruizers may
be usefully employed, for the purpose of detecting vessels engaged in the
traffic ?"

Men-of-war should always cruize as near the shore as the safety of
the vessel will admit,. in order to take advantage of the land and sea
breezes. Twenty or thirty miles from the coast there are continual
calms, where vessels are subject to vexatiou%, delays; besides which,
ships engaged in the Slave Trade keep close. in with the land, in order to
reach their places of destination.

3rd. " The general course of proceeding of a slave-ship, after leaving
Brazil or the West indies, on a voyage to the coast of Africa, for Slaves,
including her manner of approach to the shore; her previous.bargain or



arrangement for the purchase of Slaves; the time of her usual stay on or
near the coast, and the means by which she has communication with
persons on land ?"

Vessels bound from the coast of Brazil or the West Indies, to the
coast of Africa, are obliged, in consequence of the trade winds, to run
north as far as the latitude of 30 or 35, to get into the variable
winds; thence to the eastward, until they reach the longitude of Cape
Verd Islands; then steer to the southward to their port of destination;
and, if bound as far to the eastward as the Gulf of Guinea, usually make
the land near Cape Mount or Cape Palmas. Vessels from Brazil, bound
to the southern part of the coast of Africa, run south as far as the
latitude of 35° south, and make up their easting in the southern
variables.

Slave vessels are generally owned or chartered by those persons who
have an interest in the slave establishments on the coast of Africa, where
the Slaves are collected and confined in baracoons, or slave prisons, ready
for transhipment the moment the vessel arrives; they are, therefore,
detained but a short time alter arriving at their place of destination.
Instances have éome to our notice, of vessels arriving at a slave station
in the evening, landing their cargo, taking on board all the Slaves, and
sailing with the land-breeze the following morning.

It is not unusual, however, for vessels unconnected with any parti-
cular slave establishment, to make their purchases after arrival; if any
delay is likely to occur, an agent is landed, and the vessel stands to sea
and remains absent, for as long a time as may be thought necessary to
complete their arrangements. The slavers communicate with the shore,
either with their own boats, or boats and canoes belonging to the
stations, assisted by the Kroomen in the employ of those on s hore.

4th. " The nature of the stations, or baracoons, in which Slaves are
collected on shore to be sold to the traders; whether usually on rivers,
creeks or inlets, or on or near the open shore?"

The slave-stations are variously situated: some near the mouith,
others a considerable distance up the rivers, and many directly on the sea
shore. The baracoons are thatched buildings, made sufficiently strong
to secure the Slaves; and enough of them to contain, in some instances,
several thousand.

The Slaves are collected by the negro chiefs in the vicinity, and sold
to the persons in charge of the stations, where they are kept confined
until an opportunity offlers to ship them off.

Materials of all kinds necessary to convert a common trader into a
slave-ship are kept on hand, and the change can be completed in a few
hours. A number of Kroomen are employed, and boats and canoes ready
for immediate service.

The slave stations are generally fortified with canon and muskets,
not only to guard against a rising of the slaves, but to protect them from
sudden attacks of the natives in the vicinity, and to command their respect.

5th. "The usual articles of equipment and preparation, and the
manner of fittin up, by which a vessel is known to be a slaver, though
not caught with Slaves on board ?"

Vessels engaged-in the Slave Trade are either fitted up with a slave-
deck, or -have the materials on board prepared to put one. up in a few
hours. Their hatches, instead of being close, as is usual in merchantmen,
have gratings; they a-e supplied with boilers sufficiently large to cook
rice or farhina for the number of Slaves they expect to receive; an extra
number of water-casks, man more than are sufficient for a common
crew; also a number of shack es to secure their Slaves.

Most of these -articles,. however, -are- concealed ; and everything is



done to disguise tlie vessel. It is not unusual for them to have several
sets of papers, two or more persons representing themselves as captains
or masters of the vessel, and flags of all nations. Every devise is resorted
to, to deceive, should they encounter a cruizer.

Some are armed with only a few muskets, others have a number of
heavy guns, according to the size of the vessel; and they range from
sixty to four hundred tons burden, with crews from ten to upwards of
one hundred men.

6th. " The utility of employing vessels of different nations to cruize
together, so that one or the other might have a right to visit and search
every vessel, which might be met with under suspicious circumstances,
either as belonging to the country of the vessel visiting or searching, or
to some other country which has, by treaty, conceded such right of
visitation and search ?"

We are of opinion, that a squadron should be kept on the coast of
Africa, to co-operate with the British, or other nations interested in
stopping the Slave Trade; and that the most efficient mode would be, for
vessels to cruize in couples, one of each nation.

7th. " To what places Slaves, taken from slave-ships on the coast,
could be most conveniently taken?"

If captured under the American flag, send them to Cape Mesurado,
Liberia; or, if convenient, to such other of the American settlements as
the agent for the United States there may wish.

Sth. " Finally, what number of vessels, and of what size and descrip-
tion, it would be necessary to employ on the western coast of Africa, in
order to put an entire end to the traffic in Slaves; and for what number
of years it would probably be necessary to maintain such force to accom-
plish that purpose; adding such observations as the state of your
knowledge may allow, relative to the Slave Trade on the eastern coast
of Africa?"

As our personal knowledge of the coast extends to only that part of
it comprised between Cape Verd and Cape Palmas, it is difficult to state
the exact force required for this service; not less, however, than the
following, we think necessary:-

One first-class sloop-of-war.
One steamer, from 200 to 300 tons burden.
Two (eight or ten gun) brigs or schooners.
Ten schooners of about 100 tons, each with four guns.
One store-ship of from 250 to 350 tons.
All the vessels to have one-tenth less than their complements of men,

to be filled up with Kroomen on their arrival on the coast.
A steamer (to be fitted up, if possible, to burn.either wood or coal,

as circumstances require) will be essentially necessary.
That part of the coast of Africa from which Slaves are exported, is

subject to liglit winds and calms; a steamer propelled at the rate of six
miles an hour, could easily overtake the fastest sailing vessels; and would
be a great auxiliary in ascending rivers and towing boats, in order to
attack slave stations. Less duty is performed by sailing cruizers on this
coast than on any other we are acquainted with, from the reasons just
stated; and the importance of steam-vessels is much increased by this
difficulty.

We cannot state confidently how long such force would be necessary,
but we are of opinion that in three years the -trade would be so far
destroyed, as to enable the United States to withdraw a greater part,
-while a small force of observation would be necéssary; until the natives
had become accustomed to other occupations, and lost:all hope of again
engaging in the traffic.

lu connection with this subject, we beg -leave to remark, that the
American fair trader is sometimes obstrueted in the most -vexatious
manner by armed British merchantmen, sustained by British cruizers.



This arises from the practice which exists with the commanders of single
cruizers, the agents of trading companies, the masters of merchantmen,
and others, making agreements, treaties, or, as the expression there is,
" books," securing to themselves the exclusive trade with the tribe or
district. A late instance of this unreasonable, and probably unauthorised,
spirit of monopoly, has come to our notice near Cape Mount, where the
native chief was induced to believe that he could not make a treaty with
the American colonists, because he had made one with the commander of
a British cruizer.

The same commander, it is asserted, has also threatened the Governor
of the Colonv at Monrovia, that he will make reprisals on the commerce
of the colony, for exercising the usual jurisdiction at Bassa Cove, only
two or three miles from their towns of Bassa and Edina.

Our knowledge of the commanders of British cruizers authorizes us
to say, that their conduct is not usually thus unfriendl y; but many
instances show the propriety of guarding the interests of the fair dealer,
who is generally opposed to the Slave Trade.

Respecting these treaties or agreements with the tribes, we think
that only the commanders of squadrons, or governors of colonies, should
be permitted to make them. And with those over whom their Govern-
-ment cannot reasonably claim jurisdiction, treaties should not be made to
the exclusion of other mercantile Powers trading on the coast, as has
sometimes been done; and all treaties should contain a prohibition of the
Slave Trade.

Commanders of squadrons and governors of colonies sbould be
authorized and directed to seize every opportunity, and make use of all
honourable means of inducing the native tribes, and particularly the
Emperor of Ashantee, the Empress or Potentate at Loango, and other
powerful nations, to enter into agreements to put a stop, as far as their
influence extends, to the traffic; to seize and send home for trial all
foreigners found on the coast engaged in the Slave Trâde, vhether
belonging to vessels or residing on the coast (for should these persons be
permitted to remain, even after their stations are destroyed, they will
erect others at points probably less assailable), and they should be
enjoined to extend their protection to fair traders, though not of their
own nation.

Commanders of squadrons and governors should be authorized and
directed to destroy all slave factories within the reach of the force
employed; and to proclaim to the tribes in the vicinity, that they must
not be renewed, on pain of having their villages also destroyed.

We have little knowledge of the details respecting the Slave Trade
on the eastern coast of Africa; no instance has come to our knowledge of
the use of the American flag there. From the best information we can
obtain, it seems that a large trade is carried on by Portuguese colonies,
the 'Arab chiefs, and negro tribes. Their greatest markets are the
Mahometan countries bordering on the Red Sea and Persian Gulf, the
Portuguese East India Colonies, Bombay, and perhaps other British
possessions in the East Indies; this part of the trade is probably in the
hands of the Arabian vessels.

Many are also shipped to Brazil, and some, perhaps, find their way
to Cuba and Porto Rico.

In concluding this subject, we beg leave to remark that the field of
operations to carry on the Slave Trade is so extensive, the profits so
great, and the obstacles in the path so many, so various, so difficult, that
every means should be used by civilized nations, and particularly by the
United States and Great Britain, to effect the object; and we do not
believe that any material good can result without an earnest and cordial
co-operation.

· . .We have, .&c.,
(Signed) CHAS. H. BELL,

JAS. PAINE, .
Commanders U. S. Navy.



No. 5.

The Earl of Aberdeen to Mr. Fox.

(Extract.) Foreign Office, January 18, 1843.
THE statement in the President's late Message to Congress relative to what

is called the Right of Search, is of serious import: because to persons unac-
quainted with the facts, it would tend to convey the supposition, not only that the
question of the right of search had been discussed by the Plenipotentiaries at
Washington, but that Great Britain had made concessions on that point.

The President must well know that the right of search never formied the
subject of discussion during the late negotiations, and that neither was any
concession required by the United States Government, nor made by. Great
Britain.

The engagement entered into by the Parties, as inserted in the Treatv of
Washington, for the suppression of the Slave Trade, was unconditionally pro-
posed and agreed to.

Her Majesty's Governnient saw in it an attempt on the part of the Govern-
ment of the United States, to give a practical effect to their repeated declarations
against the African Slave Trade; and they recognised with satisfaction an
advance towards the humane and enlightened policy of all Christian States, from
which they could not but anticipate much good.

Great Britain will scrupulously fulfil the conditions of this engagement;
but from the principles which she has constantly asserted, and which are recorded
in the correspondence between the Ministers of the United States in this
country and myself, which took place in 1841, she has never receded, and will
not recede. I have no intention to renew at present the discussion upon this
subject. It is the less necessary to do so, because my last note bas remained
for more than a year without having received any answer; and because the
Secretary of State has declared, more than once, to the British Plenipotentiary
at Washington, that the explanations contained in it were entirely satisfactory.

The President may be assured that Great Britain will always respect the
just claims of the United States. We make no pretension to interfere in any
manner whatever, either by detention, visit or search, with vessels of the United
States, known or believed to be such. But we still maintain, and will exercise
when necessary, our right to ascertain the genuineness of any flag which a sus-
pected vessel may bear. If in the exercise of this right, either from involuntary
error, or in spite of every precaution, loss or injury should be sustained, a prompt
reparation will be afforded; but that we should entertain for a single instant the
notion of abandoning the right itself, would be quite impossible.

These observations have been rendered necessary by the late Message to
Congress. The President is undoubtedly at liberty to address that Assembly in
any ternis which lie may think proper; but if the Queen's servants should not
deem it expedient to advise Her Majesty also to advert to these topics in her
Speech from the Throne, they desire, nevertheless, to hold thenselves perfectly
free, when questioned in Parliament, to give all such explanations as they may
feel to be consistent with their duty, and necessary for the elucidation of the
truth.

You will read this despatch to the United States Secretary of State, and
should lie desire it, you will furnish him with a copy.

No. 6.

Mr. Fox to the Earl of Aberdeen.--(Received April 2.)

(Extract.) Washington, March 4, 1843.
THE Session of Congress closed last night.
On the 28th ultimo the President transmitted a Special Message to the

House of Representatives, upon the subject of the interpretation of the 8th



Article of the Treaty of the 9th of August, with respect to the disputed Right of.
Visit of American vessels.

Annexed to the President's Message are the following documents :-first, a
Report from Mr. Webster, reciting the substance of a part of your Lordship's
despatch to me of the 18th of January of this year, which, according to your
Lordship's directions, I had read to Mr. Webster: secondly, extracts of cor-
respondence between Mr. Everett and Mr. Webster; and thirdly, a copy of your
Lordship's official note to Mr. Everett, of the 20th of December. 1841, together
with his brief acknowledgment of the receipt of the same. Your Lordship's
note to Mr. Everett, though long since published in the. newspapers of this
country, had not before been officially communicated to Congress.

I have the honour herewith to inclose a printed copy of the above Messageï
with the documents annexed.

Inclosure in No. 6.

No. 1.-Message from the President of the Vnited States, transmitting a report from
the Secretary of State in answer to the resolution of the House of the 22nd of
February, 1843.

[February 28, 1843. Read, and laid upon the table.]

To the House of Representatives:
IN compliance with the resolution of the House of Representatives of the

22d instant, requesting me to communicate to the House " whatever corre-
spondence or communication may have been received from the British Govern-
ment respecting the President's construction of the late British Treaty concluded
at Washington, as it concerns an alleged right to visit American vessels," I here-
with transmit a report made to me by the Secretary of State.

I have also thought proper to communicate copies of Lord Aberdeen's letter
of the 20th December, 1841, to Mr. Everett; Mr. Everett's letter of the 23d
December in reply thereto ; and extracts from several letters of Mr. Everett to
the Secretary of State.

I cannot forego the expression of my regret at the apparent purport of a part
of Lord Aberdeen's despatch to Mr. Fox. I had cherished the hope that all
possibility of misunderstanding as to the true construction of the 8th article of
the Treaty lately concluded between Great Britain and the United States was
precluded by the plain and well-weighed language in which it is expressed
The desire of both Governments is to put an end as speedily as possible to the
slave trade ; and that desire, I need scarcely add, is as strongly and as sincerely
felt by the United States as it can be by Great Britain. Yet it must not be for-
gotten that the trade, though now universally reprobated, was, up to a late
period, prosecuted by all who chose to engage in it; and there were unfortunately
but very few Christian powers whose subjects were not permitted, and even
encouraged to share in the profits of what was regarded as a perfectly legitimate
commerce. It originated at a period long before the United States had become
independent, and was carried on within our borders, in opposition to the most
earnest remonstrances and expostulations of some of the colonies in which it vas
most actively prosecuted. Those engaged in it were as little liable to inquiry or
interruption as any others. Its character, thus fixed by common consent and
general practice, could only be changed by the positive assent of each and every
nation, expressed either in the form of municipal law or conventional arrange-
ment. The United States led the way in efforts to suppress it. They claimed
no right to dictate to others, but they resolved, without waitirng for the co-ope-
ration of other powers, to prohibit it to their own citizens, and to visit its perpe-
tration by them with condign punishment. I may safely affirm that it never
occurred to this Government that any new maritime right accrued to it from
the position it had thus assumed in regard to the Slave Trade. If, before
our laws for its suppression, the flag of every nation might traverse the ocean
unquestioned by our eruisers, this freedom was not, in our opinion, in the leàst
abridged by our municipal legislation.

Any other doctrine, it is plain, would subject'to an arbitrary and;ever-varyingC'2



system of maritime police, adopted at will by the great naval Power for the time.
being, the trade of the world in any places or in any articles which such Power
might see fit to prohibit to its own subjects or citizens. A principle of this kind
could scarcely be acknowledged, without subjecting commerce·to the risk of
constant and harassing vexations.

The attempt to justify such a pretension from the right to visit and detain
ships upon reasonable suspicion of piracy, would deservedly be exposed to
universal condemnation, since it would be an attempt to convert an established
rule of maritime law, incorporated as a principle into the international code
by the consent of ail nations, into a rule and principle adopted by a single
nation, and enforced only by its assumed authority. To seize and detain
a ship upon suspicion of piracy, with probable cause and in good faith,
affords no just ground either for complaint on the part of the nation whose flag
she bears, or claim of indemnity on the part of the owner. The universal law
sanctions, and the common good requires, the existence of such a rule. The
right, under such circumstances, not only to visit and detain, but to search a
ship, is a perfect right, and involves neither responsibility nor indemnity. But,
with this single exception, no nation has, in time of peace, any authority to
detain the ships of another upon the high seas, on any pretext whatever, beyond
the limits of her territorial jurisdiction. And such, I am happy to find, is sub-
stantially the doctrine of Great Britain herself, in ber most recent official decla-
rations, and even in those now communicated to'the House. These declarations
may well lead us to doubt whether the apparent difference between the two
Governments is not rather one of definition than of principle. Not only is the
right of search, properly so called, disclaimed by Great Britain, but even that of
mere visit and inquiry is asserted with qualifications inconsistent with the idea of
a perfect right.

In the despatch of Lord Aberdeen to Mr. Everett of the 20th of De-
cember, 1841, as also in that just received by the British Minister in this
country, made to Mr. Fox, his Lordship declares that if, in spite of all the
precaution which shall be used to prevent such occurrences, an American
ship, by reason of any visit .or detention by a British cruizer, "should suffer
loss and injury, it would be followed by prompt and ample remuneration;"
and in order to make more manifest ber intentions in this respect, Lord
Aberdeen, in the despatch of the 20th of December, makes known to. Mr.
Everett the nature of the instructions given to the British cruisers. These are
such as, if faithfully observed, would enable the British Goverrnent to approx-
imate the standard of a fair indemnfity. That Government has in several cases
fulfilled her promises in this particular, by making adequate reparation for
damage done to our commerce. It seems obvious to remark, that a right which
is only to be exercised under such restrictions and precautions, and risk, in case
of any assignable damage, to be followed by the consequences of a tresspass, can
scarcely be considered anything more than a privilege asked for, and either
conceded or withheld on the usual principles of international comity.

The principles laid down in Lord Aberdeen's despatches, and the assurances
of indemnity therein held out, although the utmost reliance was placed on the
good faith of the British Government, were not regarded by the Executive as a
sufficient security against the abuses which Lord Aberdeen admitted might arise in
even the most cautious and moderate exercise of their new maritime police; and
therefore, in my Message at the opening of the last session, I set forth the views
entertained by the Executive on this subject, and substantially affirmed both our
inclination and ability to enforce Our own laws, protect our flag froin abuse, and
acquit ourselves of ail our duties and obligations on the high seas. In view of
these assertions, the Treaty of Washington was negotiated, and, upon consultation
with the British negotiator as to the quantum of force necessary to be employed
in order to attain these objects, the result to which the most deliberate estimate
led was embodied in the eighth article of the Treaty.

Such were my views at the timeof negotiating that Treaty, and. such, in my
opinion, is its plain and fair interpretation. . 1 regarded the eighth article as
removing ail possible pretext, on the ground of mere necessity, to visit and detain
our ships upon the African coast. because of any alleged abuse of our flag by
slave traders of other nations. We had taken upon ourselves the burden, of
preventing any such abuse, by stipulating to furnish an armed force.regarded by
both the*high contracting parties as sufficient to accomplish that object.



Denying, as we did and do, all color of right to exercise any such general
police over the flags of independent nations, we did not demand of Great Britain
any formal renunciation of her pretension; still less had we the idea of yielding
anything ourselves in that respect. We chose to make a practical settlement of
the question. This we owed to what we had already done upon this subject.
The honor of the country called for it; the honor of its fiag demanded that
it should not be used by others to cover an iniquitous traffic. This Government,
I am very sure, has both the inclination and the ability to do this; and, if need
be, it will not content itself with a fleet of eighty guns, but sooner than any
foreign Government shall exercise the province ofexecuting its laws and fulfilling
its obligations, the highest of which is to protect its lag alike from abuse or
insult, it would, I doubt not, put in requisition for that purpose its whole naval
power. The purpose of this Government is faithfully to fulfl the Treaty on its
part, and it will not permit itself to doubt that Great Britain will comply with it
on bers. In this way, peace will best be preserved, and the most amicable
relations maintained between the two Countries.

Washington, February 27, 1843. JOHN TYLER.

No. 2.-Mr. Webster to the President of the United States.

Department of State,
Washington, February, 1843.

THE Secretary 9 f State, to whom has been referred a resolution of the
House of Representatives of the 22d instant, requesting that the President of
the United States " be requested to communicate to that House, if not in his
opinion improper, whatever correspondence or communication may have been
received from the British Government, respecting the President's construction of
the late British Treaty, concluded at Washington, as it concerns an alleged right
to visit American vessels," has the honor to report to the President that Mr.
Fox, Her Britannie Majesty's envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary,
came to the Department of State on the 24th instant, and informed the Secretary
that he had received from Lord Aberdeen, Her Majesty's Principal Secretary of
State for Foreign Affairs, a despatch, under date of the 18th of January, which
he was directed to read to the Secretary of State of the United States. The
substance of the despatch was, that there was a statement in a paragraph of the
President's message to Congress, at the opening of the present session, of serions
import, because, to persons unacquainted with the facts, it would tend to convey
the supposition, not only that the question of the right of search had been dis-
avowed by the plenipotentiary at Washington, but that Great Britain had made
concessions on that point.

That the President knew that the right of search never forned the sub-
ject of discussion during the late negotiation, and that neither was any con-
cession required by the United States Government, nor made by Great
Britain.

That the engagement entered into by the parties to the Treaty of Wash-
ington, for suppressing the African slave trade, was unconditionally proposed and
agreed to.

That the British Government saw in it an attempt, on the part of the
Government of the United States, to give a practical effect to their repeated
declarations against that trade, and recognised with satisfaction an advance
towards the humane and enlightened policy of all Christian states, from which
they anticipated much good. That Great Britain would scrupulously fulfil the
conditions of this engagement ; but that from the principles which she has con-
stantly asserted, and which are recorded in the correspondence between the
Ministers of the United States in England and herself, in 1841, England bas not
receded and would not recede. That he had no intention to renew, at present,
the discussion upon the subject. That bis last note was yet unanswered. That
the President might be assured that Great Britain would always respect the just
claims of the United States. That the British Government made no pretension
to interfere,. in any manner whatever, either by detention, visit, or search, with
vessels of the United States, known or believed . to be such ; but that it still
maintained, and would exercise when necessary, its own right to -ascertain .the



genuineness of any flag which a suspected vessel might bear; that if in the
exercise of this right, either from involuntary error, or in spite of every precau-
tion, loss or injury should be sustained, a prompt reparation would be afforded;
but that it should entertain, for a single instant, the notion of abandoning the
right itself, would be quite impossible.

That these observations had been rendered necessary by the Message to
Congress. That the President is undoubtedly at liberty to address that
assembly in any terms which he may think proper; but if the Queen's servants
should not deem it expedient to advise Her Majesty also to advert to these topies
in her speech from the throne, they desired, nevertheless, to hold themselves
perfectly free, when questioned in Parliament, to give all such explanations as
they might feel to be consistent with their duty, and necessary for the elucidation
of the truth.

The paper having been read, and its contents understood, Mr. Fox was told,
in reply, that the subject would be taken into consideration, and that a despatch
relative to it would be sent, at an early day, to the American minister in Londoù,
who would have instructions to read it to Her Majesty's Principal Secretary of
State for Foreign Affairs.

DANIEL WEBSTER.

No. 3.-Mr. Everett to Mr. Webster.

Legation of the United States,
(Extract.) London, December 28, 1841.

I RECEIVED on the 23rd instant a note from Lord Aberdeen, on the
African seizures, in reply to one addressed to him by Mr. Stevenson, in the last
heurs ofhis residence in London, and which, as it appears, did not reach Lord
Aberdeen's hands till Mr. Stevenson had left London. As some time inust
elapse before I could give a detailed answer to this communication, 1 thought it
best at once to acknowledge its receipt, to express my satisfaction at its dispas-
sionate tone, and to announce the purpose of replying to it at some future period.
The President, I think, will be struck with the marked change in the tone of the
present Ministry, as manifested in this note and a former one addressed by Lord
Aberdeen to Mr. Stevenson, contrasted with the last communication from Lord
Palmerston, on the sane subject. The difference is particularly apparent in Lord
Aberdeen's letter to me of the 20th instant. Not only is the claim of Great
Britain relative to the right of detaining suspicious vessels stated in a far less
exceptionable manner than it had been done by Lord Palmerston, but Lord
Aberdeen expressly declines being responsible for the language used by bis
predecessor.

You will observe that Lord Aberdeen disclaims, in a more distinct manner
than it bas ever been doue, all right to search, detain, or in any manner interfere
with American vessels, whether engaged in the Slave Trade or not ; that he
limits the pretensions of this Government to boarding vessels strongly suspected
of being those of other nations unwarrantably assuming the American flag; and
promises, where this right has been abused to the injury of American vessels,
that full and ample reparation shall be made. As the United States have never
claimed that their flag should furnish protection te any vessels but their own,
and as very strict injunctions have been forwarded to the cruisers on the coast of
Africa, not to interfere with American vessels, I am inclined to think that cases
of interruption will become much less frequent ; and, if this Government shouli
redeem in good faith Lord Aberdeen's promise of reparation where injury has
been done, I am disposed to hope that this subject of irritation will in a great
measure cease to exist. I shall net engage in the discussion of the general
principles as now avowed and explained by this Government, till I hear fromu
yon on the subject, and know what the President's views are; but I shall confine
myself chiefly to urging the claim for redress in the cases of the 2igris, SeaMew,
Jones, and Wiliam and Francis, which were the last submitted to my predeces-
sor, and on which no answer has been received from this Government. -

Among the reasons for supposing that fewer causes of complaint will here-
aber arise, is the circumstance that the seizures of last year took place -under the
agreement of Commodore Tucker, the British commander on the African station



and the officer in command of the American cruiser. I find nothing on the files
of the Legation showing what order, if any, bas been taken by our Government
on the cubject of this arrangement. It is taken for granted by this Government,
that this agrement is disavowed by that of the United States; and since
February last, positive orders have been given to the British cruisers in the
African seas not to interfere with American ships, even though known to be
engaged in the Slave Trade. I shall await with much anxiety the instructions of
the President on this important subject.

No. 4.-Mr. Everett to Mr. We6s ter.

Legation of the United States,
(Extracts.) London, December 31, 1841.

AT a late hour on the evening of the 26th, I received a note from the Earl
of Aberdeen, requesting an interview for the following day, when I met him at
the Foreign Office, agreeably to the appointment. After one or two general
remarks upon the difficulty of bringing about an adjustment of the points of con-
troversy between the Governments, by a continuance of the discussions hitherto
carried on, he said that Her Majesty's Government had determined to take a
decisive step towards that end, by sending a special minister to the United States,
with a full power to make a final seulement of ail matters in dispute. I l *
This step was determined on from a sincere and earnest- desire to bring the
matter so long in controversy to an amicable settlement; and if, as hc did not
doubt, the same disposition existed at Washington, he thought this step afforded
the most favorable, and, indeed, the only means of carrying it into effect. In
the choice of the individual for the mission, Lord Aberdeen added, that he had
been mainly influenced by a desire to select a person who would be peculiarly
acceptable in the United States, as well as eminently qualified for the trust, and
that he persuaded himself he had found one who, in both respects, was ail that
could be wished. He then named Lord Ashburton, who had consented to
undertake the mission.

Although this communication was of course wholly unexpected to me, 1 felt
no hesitation in expressing the great satisfaction with which I received it. I
assured Lord Aberdeen, that the President had nothing more at heart than an
honorable adjustment of the matters in discussion between the two countries;
that I was persuaded a more acceptable selection of a person for the important
mission proposed could not have been made; and that I anticipated the happiest
results from this overture.

Lord Aberdeen rejoined, that it was more than au overture; that Lord Ash-
burton would go with full powers to rnake a definitive arrangement on every
point in discussion between the two countries. He was aware of the difficulty
of some of themn, particularly what had incorrectly been called the right of search,
which he deemed the most important of all; but he was willing to confide this
and ail other matters in controversy to Lord Ashburton's discretion. He added,
that they should have been quite willing to come to a general arrangement here,
but they supposed I had not full powers for such a purpose.

This measure being determiued on, Lord Aberdeen said he presumed it
would be hardly worth while for us to continue the correspondence here, on
matters in dispute between the Governments. He, of course, was quite willing
to consider and reply to any statement 1 might think proper to make on any
subject; but, pending the negotiations that might take place at Washington, he
supposed no benefit could result from a simultaneous discussion here.

No. 5.-Lord Aberdeen to Mr. Everett.

Foreign OfJce, December 20, 1841.
THE Uuderigned, Her Majesty's Principal Secretary of .State for Foreign

Affairs, bas the honour of- addressing to Mr. Everett, Envoy Ftraordinary and
Minister Plenipotentiary of the United States,.the observations which he fees
called upon to make, ·in answer to the note of Mr. Stevenson, dated on the.2lit
of October. . . .. .- . . ...

As that communication only reached the hands of the Undersigned on the



day after the departure of Mr. Stevenson froim London, on his return to
America, and as there has since been no Minister or Chargé d'Affhires from the
lfnited States resident in this country,·the Undersigned has looked with some
anxiety for the arrival of Mr. Everett, in order that he might be enabled to
renew his diplomatic intercourse with an accredited representative of the
Republic. H ad the Undersigned entertained no other purpose than to controvert
the arguments of Mr. Stevenson, or to fortify his own in treating of the matter
which has thrmed the subject of their correspondence, he would have experienced
little impatience; but, as it is his desire to clear up all doubt and to remove misap-
prehension, lie feels that he canbot too early avail himself of the presence of
Mr. Everett at his post to bring to his knowledge the true state of the question
at issue.

The Undersigned agrees with Mr. Stevenscn in the importance of arriving
at a clear understanding of the matter really in dispute. This ought to be the
first object in the differences of States as well as of individuals; and, happily, it
is often the first step to the reconciliation of the parties. In the present case
this understanding is doubly essential, because a continuance of mistake and
error nay be productive of the most serious consequences.

Mr. Stevenson persists in contending that the British Government assert a
right which is equivalent to the claim of searching American vessels in time of
peace. In proof of this, Mr. Stevenson refers to a passage in a former note of
Viscount Palinerston, addressed to himself, against which he strongly protests,
and the doctrine contained in which he says that the Undersigned is understood
to affirn.

Now, it is not the intention of the Undersigned to inquire into the precise
import and force of the expressions of Viscount Palmerston. These might have
been easily explained to Mr. Stevenson by their author, at the time they were
written; but the Undersigned must request that his doctrines upon this subject,
and those of the Government of which he is the organ, may be judged of
exclusively from his own declarations.

The Undersigned again renounces, as he bas already done in the most
explicit terms, any right on the part of the British Government, to search
American vessels in time of peace. The right of search, except when specially
conceded by Treaty, is a purely belligerent right, and can have no existence on
the high seas during peace. The Undersigned apprehends, however, that the
riglit of scarch is not confined to the verification of the nationality of the vessel,
but also extends to the object of the voyage and the nature of the cargo. The
sole purpose of the British cruisers is to ascertain whether the vessels they meet
with are really Aimerican or not. The right asserted has, in truth, no resemblance
to the right of search, either in principle or in practice. It is simply a right to
satisfy the party who has a legitimate interest in knowing the truth, that the vessel
actually is what lier colours announce. This right we concede as freely as we exer-
cise. The British cruisers are not instructed to detain American vessels, under any
circumnstances whatever; on the contrary, they are ordered to abstain from all
interference with them, be they slavers or otherwise. But where reasonable
suspicion exists that the American fdag bas been abused, for the purpose of cover-
ing the vessel of another nation, it would appear scarcely credible, had it not
been made manifest by the repeated protestations of their representative, that the
Government of the United States, which bas stigmatized and abolished the trade
itself, should object to the adoption of such means as are indispensably necessary
for ascertaining the truth.

The Undersigned had contended, in bis former note, that the legitimate
inference from the arguments of Mr. Stevenson would practically exteud everi to
the sanction of piracy, when the persons engaged in it should think fit to shelter
themselves under the flag of the United States.. Mr. Stevenson observes, that
this is a misapprehension on the part of the Undersigned; and he declares that,
in denying the right of interfering with vessels under the American flag, he
intended to limit his objection to vessels bond fide American, and not to those
belonging to nations who might fraudulently have .assumed the flag of the
United States. But it appears to the Undersigned that his former statement is
by no means satisfactority controverted by the declaration of Mr. Stevenson.

Sow is this bondfide to be proved? Must not Mr. Stevenson either be-prepared
o maintain that the flag alone is sufficient .evidence -of .the nationality of. the

vessel, which, in the face of his own repeated admissions, he cannot do; .or must



he not confess that the application of his arguments would really afford protection
to every lawless and piratical enterprise ?

The Undersigeed had also expressed bis belief, that the practice was
general, of ascertaining by visit the real character of any vessel on the bigh
seas, against which there should exist reasonable ground of suspicion.
Mr. Stevenson denies this; and he asks what other nation than Great Britain
Lad ever asserted, or attempted to exercise, such a right ? In answer to this
question, the Undersigned can at once refer to the avowed and constant practice
of t ie United States, whose cruisers, especialli in the Gulf of Mexico, by the
admission of their public journals, are notoriously 'in the habit of examining ail
suspicious vessels, whether sailing under the English flag, or any other. In
whose eyes are these vessels suspicious ? Doubtless in those of the commanders
of the American cruisers. But, in truth, this right is quite as important to the
United States as to Great Britain ; nor is it easy to conceive how the maritime
intercourge of mankind could safely be carried on without such a check.

It can scarcely be necessary to remind Mr. Everett that the right thus
claimed by Great Britain is not exercised for any selfish purpose. It is asserted
in the interest of humanity, and in mitigation of the sufferings of our fellow-men.
The object bas met with the concurrence of the whole civilised world, including
the United States of America; and it ought to receive universal assistance and
support.

The Undersigned cannot abstain here from referring to the conduct of an
honourable and zealous officer, commanding the naval force of the United States
on the coast of Africa, who, relying on the sincere desire of his Government for
the suppression of the Slave Trade, and sensible of the abuse of the American
fag, entered into an engagement, on the Ilth of March, 1840, with the officer
in command of Her Majesty's cruisers on the same station, by which they mutu-
ally requested each other, and agreed to detain ail vessels under American colours
employed in the traffic. If found to be American property, such vessels were to
be delivered over to the commander of any American cruiser on the station; or,
if belonging to other nations, they were to be dealt with according to the treaties
.contracted by Her Majesty with the respective States. The Undersigned
believes, and, indeed, after the statements of Mr. Stevenson, he regrets to be
unable to doubt, that the conduct of this gallant officer, however natural and
laudable in its object, bas been disavowed by bis Government.

It is not the intention of the Undersigned, at present, to advocate the justice
and propriety of the mutual right of search, as conceded and regulated by treatv,
or to weigh the reasons on account of which this proposal bas been rejected by
the Government of the United States. He took occasion, in a former note, ta
observe that concessions sanctioned by Great Britain and France were not likely
to be incompatible with the dignity and independence of any other State which
should be disposed to follow their example. But the Undersigned begs now to
inform Mr. Everett, that he has this day concluded a joint treaty with France,
Austria, Russia, and Prissia, by which the mutual right of search, within certain
latitudes, is fully and effectually established for ever. This. is, in truth, a holyalliance, in which the Undersigned would have rejoiced to see the United States
assume their proper place among the great Powers of Christendom-foremost in
power, wealth, and civilization, and connected together in the cause of mercy and
justice.

It is undoubtedly true, that this right may be abused, like every other which
is delegated to many and different hands. It is possible that it may be exercised
wantonly and vexatiously ; and, should this be the case, it would not only cali for
remonstrance, but would justify resentment. This, however, is in the highest
degree improbable ; and if, in spite of the utmost caution, an error should be
committed, and any American vessel should suffer loss and injury, it would be
followed by prompt and ample reparation. The Undersigned begs to repeat, that
with American vessels, whatever- be their destination, British cruisers have no
pretension, in any manner,'to interfere. Such vessels must be permitted, if
engagéd in it, to enjoy a monopoly of this unhallowed trade; but the British
Government will never endure that the fraudulent use of the American fiag shall
extend the. iniquity.to ot:her nations by whom it is abhorred, and who haý
entered into solemn treaties. with, this country for its entire -suppression.

lr order to prove to Mr. Everett the anxiety :of Her. Majesty's Government
to prevent ail reasonable grounds .of complaint, the Undersigned belie^res that he
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cannot do better than to communicate to him the substance of those instructions-
under which the British cruisers act, in relation to American vessels, when.
employed on this service.

If, from the intelligence which the officer commanding Her Majesty's
cruiser may have received, or from the manouvres of the vessel, or from other
sufficient cause, he shall have reason to believe that, although bearing the Ame-
rican flag, the vessel does not belong to the United States, he is ordered, if the
state of the wind and weather shall admit of it, to go a-head of the suspected
vessel, after communicating his intention by hailing, and to drop a boat on board
of her, to ascertain her nationality, without detaining her, if she shall prove to be
really an American vessel. But, should this mode of visiting the vessel be
impracticable, he is to require her to be brought to, for this purpose. The
officer who boards the vessel is merely to satisfy himself of her nationality, by her
papers or other proofs; and should she really be an American vessel, he will imime-
diately quit her, offering, with the consent of her commander, to note on her
papers the cause of suspecting ber nationality, and the number of minutes she
was detained (if detained at all) for the object in question. Al the particulars
are to be immediately entered on the log-books of the cruiser, and a full statement:
of them is to be sent, by the first opportunity, direct to England.

These are the precautions taken by Her Majesty's Government against the
occurrence of abuse in the performance of this service ; and they are ready to
adopt any others which they may think more effectual for the purpose, and
which shall, at the same time, be consistent with the attainment of the main
object in view.

Mr. Stevenson has said that he had no wish to exempt the fraudulent use of
the American flag froin detection; and this being the case, the Undersigned is
unwilling to believe that a Government like that of the United States, professing
the sane object and animated by the same motives as Great Britain, should
seriously oppose themselves to every possible mode by which their own desire
could be really accomplished.

The Undersigned avails himself of this occasion. to convey to Mr. Everett the
assurances of his distinguished consideration.

ABERDEEN.

No. 6.-Mr. Everett to Lord Aberdeen.

Legation of the United States,
December 23, 1841.

THE Undersigned, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary of
the United States of America, has the honor to acknowledge the reception
of a communication from Lord Aberdeen, Her Majesty's Principal Secretary of
State for Foreign Affairs, bearing date the 20th instant, in reply to a note of
Mr. Stevenson's of the 21st October.

The Undersigned will avail himself of an early opportunity of addressing some
remarks to the Earl of Aberdeen on the very important topics treated in his note.
In the mean time, the Undersigned begs leave to express his great satisfaction at
the conciliatory and dispassionate tone of Lord Aberdeen's communication; from
which the Undersigned augurs the happiest influence on the renewed discussion
of the subject.

The Undersigned begs leave to renew to Lord Aberdeen the assurance of
his distinguished consideration.

EDWARD EVERETT.

No. 7.-Mr. Webster to Mr. Everett.

Department of State,
(Extract.) Waskington, January 29, 1842.

'7 BY the Britannia, arrrived at Boston, I have -received your despatch-of the
28th December, (No. 4,) and your other despatch of the 31st of. the same-
mouth, (No. 5,) with a postscript of the 3rd of, January.

The necessity of returning an early answer to these communications, (as the



Britannia is expected to leave Boston the Ist of February) obliges me to post-
pone a reply to those parts of them which are not of considerable and immediate
importance.

The President expresses himself gratified with the manner in which the
Queen received you, to present your letter of credence, and with the civility and
respect which appear to characterize the deportment of Lord Aberdeen in his
intercourse with you; and you will please signify to Lord Aberdeen the
President's sincere disposition to bring all matters in discussion between the two
Governments to a speedy as well as an amicable adjustment.

The President has read Lord Aberdeen's note to you of the 20th of De-
cember, in reply to Mr. Stevenson's note to Lord Palmerston of the 21 st of
October, and thinks you were quite right in acknowledging the dispassionate tone
of that paper. It is only by the exercise of cala reason that truth can be arrived
at in questions of a complicated nature; and between States, each of which
understands and respects the intelligence and the power of the other, there ought
to be no unwillingness to follow its guidance. At the present day, no State is
so high as that the principles of its intercourse with other nations are above
question or its conduct above scrutiny. On the contrary, the whole civilized
world, now vastly better informed on such subjects than in former ages, and alive
and sensible to the principles adopted, and the purposes avowed by the leading
States, necessarily constitutes a tribunal, august in character and formidable in its
decisions. And it is before this tribunal, and upon the rules of natural justice,
moral propriety, the usages of modern times, and the prescriptions of public law,
that Governments which respect theniselves, and respect their neighbours must be
prepared to discuss, with candour, and with dignity, any topics which may have
caused differences to spring up between them.

Your despatch of the 31st December announces the important intelligence
of a Special Minister from England to the United States, with full powers to
settle every matter in dispute between the two Governments ; and the President
directs me to say, that he regards this proceeding as originating in an entirely
amicable spirit, and that it will be met on bis part with perfectly corresponding
sentiments. The high character of Lord Ashburton is well known to this
Government; and it is not doubted that he will enter on the duties assigned
him, not only with the advantages of much knowledge and experience in public
affairs, but with a true desire to signalize his mission by assisting to place the
peace of the two countries on a permanent basis. He will be received with the
respect due to his own character, the character of the Government which sends
him, and the high importance to both countries of the subjects intrusted to bis
negotiation.

The President approves your conduct, in not pursuing, in England, the
discussion of questions which are now to become the subjects of negotiation here.


